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COPING WITH ETHICAL UNCERTAINTY  

– John R. Welch – 

Abstract. Most ethical decisions are conditioned by formidable uncertainty. Decision makers may 

lack reliable information about relevant facts, the consequences of actions, and the reactions of 

other people. Resources for dealing with uncertainty are available from standard forms of decision 

theory, but successful application to decisions under risk requires a great deal of quantitative 

information: point-valued probabilities of states and point-valued utilities of outcomes. When 

this information is not available, this paper recommends the use of a form of decision theory that 

operates on a bare minimum of information inputs: comparative plausibilities of states and com-

parative utilities of outcomes. In addition, it proposes a comparative strategy for dealing with 

second-order uncertainty. The paper illustrates its proposal with reference to a well-known ethical 

dilemma: Kant’s life-saving lie. 

Keywords: uncertainty, decision theory, probability, probability of frequency, plausibility, 

plausibilistic expectation, utility, expected utility, Kant. 

1. Beyond Negative Capability1 

In an 1817 letter to his brothers, John Keats praised the quality of “Negative 

Capability.” Possession of this quality, he explained, enables one to be in “uncerta-

inties, Mysteries, doubts, without any irritable reaching after fact & reason.”2 

Shakespeare possessed the quality “enormously,” in Keats’s judgment; Coleridge, 

by contrast, did not. 

Negative capability may be an admirable quality in a writer, but it is a du-

bious basis for action. Aristotle liked to say that every action is aimed at a good.3 

Our aim at goods we mean to obtain is unlikely to improve without some of Keats’ 

“irritable reaching after fact and reason.” The irritation is caused by doubt, as 

Peirce pointed out.4 Because doubt—or uncertainty—is so pervasive in human life, 

we are forced to reach after fact and reason almost without pause. This is particu-
                                                 
1 The research was supported by a grant no. 2015/17/B/HS1/02279 funded by the National Sci-
ence Centre, Poland. 

2 Keats (2009): 60. 

3 Aristotle (1984): Nic. Eth. 1094a1-3; Pol. 1252a1-4. 

4 Peirce (1986): 247. 
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larly true of our ethical decision making. How might we cope with ethical uncer-

tainty in a reasonable way? This paper proposes one answer. 

I should make clear from the outset that this answer is not meant for all ter-

rains. It is meant to aid ethical decisions that must be made on the sparse terrain of 

information poverty. We may be painfully uncertain about the appropriateness 

of our goals, the relevance and accuracy of the available information, the conse-

quences of a contemplated course of action, the possible reactions of other people, 

or the meaning of vague ethical terms.5 The paper’s proposal concerns these in-

formation-poor situations. When we are better informed, other approaches 

adapted to richer stores of information are clearly preferable. 

The paper aims to present the broad outlines of its proposal without enter-

ing into a great deal of detail. Because this proposal leans heavily on the concept 

of plausibility, Section 2 offers a few preliminary remarks on the concept. Drawing 

on a specific form of plausibility, Section 3 then sketches a comparative approach 

to ethical uncertainty, and Section 4 expands this approach to accommodate se-

cond-order uncertainty. Several objections are anticipated in Section 5. Finally, 

a few remarks on information poverty and the versatility of plausibility occupy 

Section 6. 

2. On Plausibility 

This paper builds on a specific form of plausibility. Because the concept of 

plausibility is not nearly as familiar to many readers as the cognate concept 

of probability, this section of the paper offers a few preliminary remarks on this 

less customary concept. The remarks are not meant to be comprehensive. 

In one form or another, the idea of plausibility has been batted around for 

a long time. Walton notes that the sophists Corax and Tisias, Plato, Aristotle, 

Carneades, Locke, and Bentham all managed the concept,6 and Rescher provides 

a substantial bibliography that attests to its antiquity.7 Even a cursory review 

of this literature suggests strongly that there is no single concept of plausibility. 

Rather, there are a number of plausibility concepts that can be said to bear a cer-

tain family resemblance to each other. Although the literature on plausibility con-

tinues to grow, a convenient way of organizing it is to distinguish among numeric, 

non-numeric, and mixed uses of the term. A few examples of each follow. 
                                                 
5 Welch (2007). 

6 Walton (2001): 149–155. 

7 Rescher (1976): 120–122. 
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A well-known numeric treatment is Rescher’s theory of plausible reason-

ing.8 The theory is meant to reduce cognitive dissonance that may be caused by 

imperfect or conflicting data. In these non-ideal circumstances, Rescher proposes 

that the plausibility of a proposition be determined by the reliability of its source. 

He uses numbers to express the reliability of sources, which are broadly under-

stood to include persons, oral tradition, common knowledge, sense perception, 

memory, conjecture, inference, and even principles such as simplicity and uni-

formity. If three sources with reliability indices of .2, .5, and .7 support a given 

proposition, then the proposition is normally assigned a plausibility of .7: the reli-

ability index of its highest-ranked source. A very different numeric approach is 

characteristic of Dempster-Shafer theory, which defines plausibility as one of two 

numbers that together represent uncertainty concerning a proposition. These 

numbers are supplied by a belief function (Bel) and a plausibility function (Pl) that 

are duals in the sense that, for a proposition A, Pl(A) = 1 – Bel(–A).9 This two-

number approach contrasts starkly with uses of a single real number, typically in 

the interval [0, 1], to represent the plausibility of a proposition. Unlike Rescher’s 

plausibilities, this single number is not determined exclusively by the reliability of 

sources.10 

A classic non-numeric treatment of plausibility is Pólya’s defense of plausi-

ble reasoning in—note the irony—mathematics.11 Pólya contrasts demonstrative 

reasoning, which is safe, uncontroversial, and final, with plausible reasoning, 

which is hazardous, controversial, and provisional. He treats the operations of 

generalization, specialization, analogy, and induction as forms of plausible reason-

ing. A kindred concept of plausibility appears in the law, in the relative plausibil-

ity theory of evidence.12 This theory arose from dissatisfaction with probabilistic 

models of evidence, whereby the overall probability of one hypothesis—the ac-

cused is guilty, for example—on the evidence is compared with the overall proba-

bility of another hypothesis—the accused is innocent—on the same evidence. Rela-

tive plausibility theorists argue that legal findings are not reached in this way. In-

stead, they are reached by comparing the relative plausibility of one hypothesis 

with that of another, where relative plausibility is understood as a form of infer-

ence to the best explanation. A more general approach that is not specific to math-
                                                 
8 Rescher (1976). 

9 Shafer (1987): 62. See also Paris (1994): 38; Klir (2006): 166–167. 

10 Van Horn (2003): 6–7. 

11 Pólya (1954). 

12 E.g., Allen (1994); Pardo (2000); Allen, Pardo (2007). 
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ematics or the law is due to Walton, who argues that abductive reasoning is 

a third type of inference in addition to deductive and inductive reasoning.13 

Abductive reasoning is a special kind of plausibilistic reasoning, he claims, and 

a plausible inference is “one that can be drawn from the given apparent facts 

in a case suggesting a particular conclusion that seems to be true. Both a proposi-

tion and its negation can be plausible, as the ancient legal case of the stronger and 

the weaker man showed.”14 Walton’s ancient legal case is discussed by Plato, who 

attributes it to Tisias (Phaedrus 273B–C), and by Aristotle, who credits it to Corax 

(Rhetoric 1402a18–25). 

Other treatments of plausibility are mixed in the sense that they admit both 

numeric and non-numeric plausibility values. A number of publications by 

Friedman, Halpern, and Chu exemplify this approach.15 Plausibility in this sense is 

so amply defined that members of any partially ordered set can count as plausibil-

ity values. Hence non-numeric values such as ‘low’, ‘medium’, and ‘high’ as well 

as numeric values such as probabilities can all be treated as plausibilities. One off-

shoot of this perspective on plausibility is Friedman and Halpern’s axiomatization 

of qualitative default reasoning.16 An alternative approach to qualitative default 

reasoning that relies on a different sense of plausibility has been proposed by 

Rott.17 He defines the plausibility of a proposition as the dual of its entrenchment: 

“That some proposition A is less plausible than another proposition B means that 

the expectations militating against A are stronger, or better entrenched, than the ex-

pectations militating against B.”18 Even though the Friedman-Halpern and Rott 

senses of plausibility are similar, a Friedman-Halpern theorist and a Rott theorist 

can disagree about which of two propositions is less plausible without either hav-

ing made a mistake.19 The two senses of plausibility are distinct. 

The mixed sense of plausibility employed by Friedman, Halpern, and Chu 

is a point of departure for this paper. Even though a plausibility measure of this 

sort is “typically taken to be a probability measure,”20 it need not be; and qualita-
                                                 
13 Walton (2004). 

14 Ibidem: 35. 

15 E.g., Friedman, Halpern (1995); Halpern (2003); Chu, Halpern (2004, 2008). 

16 Friedman, Halpern (1995): 182–183, (2001). 

17 Rott (2014). As Rott points out in (2003): 259, his sense of entrenchment is not to be confused with 
Goodman’s familiar sense. 

18 Rott (2014): 1222. 

19 Ibidem: 1236. 

20 Halpern (2003): 165. 
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tive utilities such as ‘terrific’ and ‘terrible’ are admissible.21 The paper recom-

mends that we draw on these qualitative possibilities in order to cope with ethical 

uncertainty. 

3. A Comparative Approach to Uncertainty 

Ethical discourse can be sorted into three interconnected levels.22 The teleo-

logical level stresses ultimate ends like the greatest happiness of the greatest num-

ber or the Kantian good will. The instrumental level highlights actions that ought 

to be performed to achieve a moral end; it also concerns instruments like the he-

donistic calculus that may help to attain such ends. Finally, the phenomenal level 

includes fact-like descriptions of concrete moral phenomena—a utility score for 

a policy, say, or a claim that a certain maxim is universalizable, or a description of 

an action as honest or cruel. 

We are often plagued by uncertainty at one (or more) of these levels. We 

might be torn by doubt over rival ultimate ends, or conflicting ought statements, 

or inconsistent moral properties ascribed to an action. One way to manage this 

uncertainty is to resort to decision theory. A decision-theoretic analysis would 

treat the choice of one of these options as a mental act. It could analyze this act as 

a decision under risk, producing a certain outcome when a given state of the 

world obtains. The analysis would require a probability function µ that assigns 

probabilities to the states of the world s1, s2, ..., sn relevant to the acts under consid-

eration. It would also require a utility function υ that assigns utilities to the possi-

ble outcomes o1, o2, ..., on of performing each act under consideration. Then the 

expected utility EU of each act a could be calculated using Equation (1). 

                  

 

   

                                                                          

The analysis would conclude by invoking the decision rule to choose the act that 

maximizes expected utility. 

To manage ethical uncertainty with the help of decision theory is a venera-

ble aspiration, dating back at least to Jeffrey’s “Ethics and the Logic of Decision.”23 

But there are obvious limitations. Recall Kant’s life-saving lie, where an agent is 

beset with doubt about “whether it would be a crime to lie to a murderer who 

asked us whether a friend of ours whom he is pursuing has taken refuge in our 

house.”24 The agent’s options include telling the truth and lying. Relevant to these 
                                                 
21 Chu, Halpern (2008): 4–5. See also Halpern (2003): 165. 

22 Welch (2014): 11–14. 

23 Jeffrey (1965). 

24 Kant (1996): Ak 8:425. 
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options are possible states of the murderer’s beliefs: the murderer may believe the 

agent or not. Say that if the agent tells the truth and the murderer believes her, 

the friend will be murdered; but if he does not believe her, the friend will escape. 

On the other hand, if the agent lies and the murderer believes her, the friend will 

escape; but if he does not believe her, the friend will be murdered. In order to cal-

culate the expected utilities of lying and telling the truth, the agent would need to 

know the probability that the murderer believes the agent and the utilities of the 

various outcomes. An agent able to assign precise and reliable probabilities to 

the possible states of the murderer’s beliefs would be rare indeed. But if the agent 

is operating under the usual human limitations, she would be unable to provide 

the requisite numbers. Hence the agent could not calculate the expected utilities of 

lying and telling the truth. 

Nevertheless, there is a decision-theoretic approach that has a fighting 

chance of being applied in conditions of information poverty. The approach is 

comparative. To apply it, the concept of probability must be generalized as plausi-

bility and that of expected utility as plausibilistic expectation.25 

As noted in Section 2, the concept of plausibility has been variously em-

ployed. Here, however, we rely primarily on the work of Friedman, Halpern, and 

Chu.26 In this usage, plausibility values can be attributed to the members of any 

partially ordered set. Where ⊤ and ⊥ are nonnumeric limits representing maxi-

mum and minimum plausibilities respectively, a plausibility measure π can be de-

fined for propositions q and r as follows: 

P1. If q is contradictory, π(q) = ⊥. 

P2. If q is tautologous, π(q) = ⊤. 

P3. If q implies r, π(q) ≤ π(r).27 

Plausibility in this sense is the most general of current modes of representing un-

certainty. Probability measures, Dempster-Shafer belief functions, possibility 

measures, and ranking functions are all special kinds of plausibility measures.28 

Since expected utility is probabilistic expectation, the generalization 

of probability as plausibility forces a correlative generalization of expected utility 

as plausibilistic expectation. Analogous to the expression of expected utility as 

a summation of products of probability values and utility values, plausibilistic 
                                                 
25 These generalizations are carried out in detail in Welch (2014): ch. 3. 

26 Friedman, Halpern (1995); Halpern (2003); Chu, Halpern (2004, 2008). 

27 These axioms are propositional variants of the set-theoretic axioms in Chu and Halpern (2004): 
209–210. 

28 Halpern (2003): ch. 2. 
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expectation can be expressed as a quasi-summation of Cartesian products of plau-

sibility values and utility values. Although plausibilistic expectation can be calcu-

lated by using an equation analogous to Equation (1) above, this paper is meant to 

be a non-technical exposition of its main ideas, and we need not introduce this 

equation here.29 However, the next two paragraphs will give a rough account of 

plausibilistic expectation that will suffice for present purposes. 

Suppose we are confronted with a choice between ethical alternatives a1 and 

a2. Let a1, when combined with state s1, produce outcome o1; and a2, when com-

bined with state s2, produce outcome o2. Say that the plausibilities of s1 and s2 can 

be compared in terms of less than (<), equal to (=), and greater than (>). The utili-

ties of o1 and o2 are comparable in the same terms. Then there are nine possible 

cases. These cases are summarized in Table 1, where ‘<’ in the plausibility column, 

for example, abbreviates ‘π(s1) < π(s2)’, which says that the plausibility of state s1, 

which would produce a relatively favorable outcome for a1, is less than that of 

state s2, which would produce a relatively favorable outcome for a2. Similarly, 

‘<’ in the utility column stands for ‘υ(o1) < υ(o2)’, which says that the utility of out-

come o1 from choosing a1 is less than that of outcome o2 from choosing a2. 

Case Plausibility Utility 

1 < < 

2 < > 

3 < = 

4 > < 

5 > > 

6 > = 

7 = < 

8 = > 

9 = = 

Table 1. The basic binary case 

                                                 
29 The equation can be found in Welch (2014): 64. 
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Although plausibilistic expectations for this table can literally be calculated, it is 

not necessary to do so here.30 The resolution of six of the nine cases is evident at 

a glance. In case 1, for example, plausibility considerations favor a2 and utility con-

siderations favor a2; hence the obvious decision-theoretic advice would be to 

choose a2. Cases 2, 4, and 9 are a bit different, however. In cases 2 and 4, plausibil-

ity considerations favor one option and utility considerations favor the other; 

hence no purely comparative resolution is possible—unless, of course, we are will-

ing to weight plausibility and utility unequally. In addition, case 9 does not pro-

vide a unique resolution like case 1; it provides a disjunctive resolution instead. 

Such a resolution need not paralyze action, however, for it is simply a tie, compa-

rable to a disjunctive resolution of a moral dilemma.31 The results for all nine cases 

are summarized in Table 2. 

Case Plausibility Utility Resolution 

1 < < a2 

2 < > no decision 

3 < = a2 

4 > < no decision 

5 > > a1 

6 > = a1 

7 = < a2 

8 = > a1 

9 = = a1 or a2 

Table 2. The basic binary case with resolutions 

The foregoing paragraphs present a bare outline of comparative decision theory. 

This form of decision theory is a branch of individual decision theory. As such, it 

simply assumes the beliefs and desires of individual decision makers as inputs. 

Although these inputs can range from purely personal tastes to carefully consid-
                                                 
30 Sample calculations can be found in ibidem: 68–71. 

31 Greenspan (1983): 117–118; Gowans (1987): 19; Zimmerman (1996): 209, 220–221. 
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ered judgments, the decision-theoretic machinery will accept these inputs, regard-

less of their cognitive credentials, and produce a corresponding output. The out-

puts are conditionally rational—rational given the inputs—but they are not neces-

sarily fully rational. They are fully rational only if the inputs on which they are 

based are rational. Possible objections to this approach are addressed in Section 5. 

4. Second-order Uncertainty 

In 1975 the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission published its Reactor Safe-

ty Study, which estimated the risk of an early human fatality due to 100 commer-

cial nuclear power plants in the United States to be 2 × 10-10/year.32 This study, 

commonly referred to as WASH-1400, has been called “one of the best and most 

renowned risk assessments ever accomplished.”33 Yet it was immediately contro-

versial. The so-called Lewis Committee, which was commissioned to review the 

study’s conclusions, reported “We are unable to determine whether the absolute 

probabilities of accident sequences in WASH-1400 are high or low, but we believe 

that the error bounds on those estimates are, in general, greatly understated.”34 

The Lewis Committee’s focus on error bounds for the probabilities used in 

WASH-1400 sets the tone for this section of the paper. The committee repeatedly 

asked the question ‘How reliable is that probability?’ The indispensability of this 

question was pointed out by Aven in a different context: 

The assigned probabilities are conditional on a specific background knowledge, 

and they could produce poor predictions. This leads to the conclusion that the 

main component of risk is uncertainty and not probability… Surprises relative to 

the assigned probabilities may occur, and by just addressing probabilities such 

surprises may be overlooked.35 

Questions about the reliability of probabilities were treated in a much-cited 

paper by Kaplan and Garrick, who proposed a two-level procedure that they 

termed “probability of frequency.”36 The first level is a range of frequencies f1, f2, 

…, fn that is thought to include the actual frequency of some event. The second lev-

el is composed of subjective probabilities p1, p2, …, pn, each of which expresses 

a degree of belief that some frequency is the actual frequency of the event under 
                                                 
32 National Research Council (1975): 112. 

33 Shrader-Frechette (1991): 189. 

34 Lewis et al. (1978): viii. 

35 Aven (2008): 156. 

36 Kaplan, Garrick (1981): 18–22. 
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consideration. Hence ‘p1f1’ might represent the subjective probability p1 that the 

actual frequency of the event is f1. As Kaplan and Garrick point out, this two-level 

procedure provides “the ability to explicitly include uncertainty in the calculation 

of risk.”37 

Whenever Kaplan and Garrick’s procedure can be followed, I submit that it 

should be. Unfortunately, it cannot always be followed. The frequencies at the first 

level may be unknown or, if the event is a single case, nonexistent. The probabili-

ties at the second level may be unavailable as well. While subjective probabilities 

can be elicited from an agent’s betting preferences using procedures introduced by 

Ramsey and by Anscombe and Aumann,38 these preferences must be well-defined 

to begin with, and this condition may not be met.39 As Savage pointed out, “all 

[elicitation] subjects report, or otherwise reveal, that they do not know their own 

preferences; they experience wavering and indecision that cannot be identified 

with mere indifference.”40 

Consequently, we need a fallback procedure for representing second-order 

uncertainty under conditions of information poverty. My proposal is to appeal to 

the generalization of probability as plausibility described in Section 3. Since plau-

sibility measures can be defined for members of any partially ordered set, impre-

cise terms such as ‘nearly certain’, ‘doubtful’, and ‘highly unlikely’ can be treated 

as plausibilities. Imprecise plausibilities might be pressed into service in three 

ways, corresponding to different scenarios of information poverty. 

The first scenario is realized whenever objective frequencies are available 

but subjective probabilities of these frequencies are not. In such cases, the available 

information might nevertheless be rich enough to permit an adaptation of Kaplan 

and Garrick’s procedure. If we could substitute imprecise but informative plausi-

bility values for subjective probabilities, we might represent second-order uncer-

tainty as plausibility of frequency. For example, a frequency of .6 might be as-

signed a plausibility of medium (M). Then the plausibility of frequency might 

be expressed as M.6. 

The second scenario is the converse of the first. Suppose that objective fre-

quencies are not available but that imprecise plausibilities and subjective probabil-

ities of these plausibilities are. Then second-order uncertainty might be expressed 

as probability of plausibility. If an agent judges the plausibility of a given state of 
                                                 
37 Ibidem: 21. 

38 Ramsey (1931); Anscombe, Aumann (1963). 

39 Gilboa (2009): 130–132. 

40 Savage (1971): 795. 
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the world to be low (L) but can assign this plausibility a subjective probability of 

.3, the agent’s probability of plausibility could be expressed as .3L. 

The third scenario reflects a greater degree of information poverty, one that 

is all too frequent in ethical decision making. In these situations, neither objective 

frequencies nor subjective probabilities of these frequencies are at hand. Neverthe-

less, spotty information might still allow us to work with imprecise plausibilities. 

Second-order uncertainty could then be expressed as plausibility of plausibility. 

For example, if an agent assigns the plausibility high (H) to a given state of the 

world and has medium confidence in this assignment, then the agent’s uncertainty 

could be expressed as MH. 

There is no blinking the fact that representations of uncertainty such as M.6, 

.3L, and MH are woefully imprecise. But imprecise information can still be precise 

enough to guide action. Each of these representations can be compared to others. 

For example, M.6 > M.3; .3L < .5L; and MH > LM. Unhappily, these representa-

tions are not always comparable, for M.6 cannot be compared to H.3; nor can .3L 

to .1M; nor can MH to HM. But where the representations are comparable, they 

can be plugged into the plausibility column of Table 2 in Section 3. So employed, 

they can play key roles in comparative decision-theoretic choice. 

As a toy example of the aforementioned third scenario, let us return for 

a moment to Kant’s life-saving lie, which was briefly described in Section 3. There 

we considered the acts of telling the truth (t) and lying (l), where the relevant 

states of the world were the murderer believing the agent (b) and the murderer not 

believing the agent (–b), and the possible outcomes were the friend being mur-

dered (m) and the friend not being murdered (–m). Pace Kant, the outcomes were 

described in consequentialist terms (though alternative outcomes could be de-

scribed in deontological terms, as noted in the final objection of Section 5). If the 

agent has a plausibility measure π that underwrites π(b) = L and π(–b) = H, and if 

the agent is moderately confident of both plausibilities, then plausibility of plausi-

bility values Π for the two states can be expressed as Π(b) = ML and Π(–b) = MH. 

The agent’s decision could then be represented in preliminary fashion by Table 3. 

 Π(b) = ML Π(–b) = MH 

t  m  –m 

l  –m  m 

Table 3. Kant’s life-saving lie (preliminary version) 
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Table 3 is clearly provisional since the inputs in the interior of the table represent 

outcomes rather than utilities. But we might be tempted to assign utilities to these 

outcomes by identifying utilities with numbers of deaths: a utility of –1 for murder 

and a utility of 0 for no murder, for example. This would be plainly unsatisfactory, 

however, for the outcome of the friend not being murdered should surely be as-

signed some positive utility instead of 0; in addition, there is no warrant for think-

ing that the utility of the friend being murdered is exactly one unit less than the 

utility of the friend not being murdered. Still, the scanty available information 

would permit the agent to subscribe to a utility function υ that assigns utilities U 

and –U such that U > –U. Then utilities of the outcomes of Table 3 can be ex-

pressed in comparative terms: υ(m) = –U and υ(–m) = U. Now if the agent’s plausi-

bility function assigns plausibilities P and p such that P > p, then the plausibility of 

plausibility values of Table 3 can also be restated in comparative terms: Π(b) = ML 

= p, and Π(–b) = MH = P. As a result, the decision on the life-saving lie can be given 

a final description in Table 4. 

  Π(b) = p  Π(–b) = P 

t  υ(m) = –U  υ(–m) = U 

l  υ(–m) = U  υ(m) = –U 

Table 4. Kant’s life-saving lie (final version) 

As already noted, the plausibilistic expectations of the two acts under considera-

tion can be calculated. But we can see how the calculation must go without actual-

ly carrying it out. If the agent tells the truth, the outcome will be either murder 

with utility –U or no murder with utility U. But if the agent lies, the outcome will 

be either no murder with utility U or murder with utility –U. Since the possible 

outcomes of the two acts and the respective utilities of these outcomes are com-

pletely symmetrical, utility considerations offer an advantage to neither act. But 

the relevant plausibilities are asymmetrical. Obtaining a favorable result by telling 

the truth has a higher plausibility than obtaining a favorable result by lying. 

Hence if telling the truth is act 1 and lying is act 2, the decision is an instance of 

case 6 from Table 2. The agent should choose act 1: tell the truth. 

5. Possible Objections 

Sections 3 and 4 have proposed an approach to coping with the uncertainty 

endemic to most ethical decision making. Typically, this approach produces ac-

tion-guiding outputs on the basis of a bare minimum of imprecise inputs. Hence it 
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offers a lot of bang for the buck. We can anticipate several objections, however. 

I will mention just three. 

The first is that the comparative decision theory of Section 3 is limited to bi-

nary choice. The objection is well-taken, but the limitation is not as great as it 

might first appear. Provided the ethical options under consideration are finite, 

comparative consideration of a list of options can proceed two by two; that is, op-

tion 1 confronts option 2; the winner then confronts option 3; the winner of that 

comparison then confronts option 4; and so on. Granted, this procedure depends 

on the assumption that decision-theoretic preference is a transitive relation. I will 

not attempt to defend this assumption here, but transitivity is common to both the 

Anglo-American and Franco-European schools of decision theory,41 and it seems 

to be as widely accepted as any normative principle of rational choice. Even if it 

should turn out that the transitivity assumption does not hold without exception, 

it could still be invoked in those situations where it does hold. The issue is treated 

more fully elsewhere.42 

The second objection focuses on the interpretation of the very mixed bag 

of plausibility values. How are they to be understood? Because probabilities are 

plausibilities, probabilistic plausibilities can be interpreted in the usual ways: 

objectively, as relative frequencies, or subjectively, as degrees of belief. 

Non-probabilistic plausibilities can be interpreted analogously. For example, 

Section 4 posited the plausibility values L, M, and H. They could be interpreted 

objectively by correlating them with relative frequencies such as 0 – 30% for L; 31 – 

69% for M; and 70 – 100% for H. Alternatively, they could be interpreted subjec-

tively as degrees of belief, manifest in betting behavior. Suppose we are faced with 

a choice among three gambles for the same valuable prize: one on an event 

with plausibility L, another on an event with plausibility M, and a third on an 

event with plausibility H. The gamble on the H-event is strictly preferred to that 

on the M-event, and the gamble on the M-event is strictly preferred to that on the 

L-event. Imprecise though these plausibilities are, there is nothing mysterious 

about them. They can be invoked to cope with the most challenging forms of ethi-

cal uncertainty. 

The final objection is that applying decision theory to ethical decisions bias-

es deliberation in a consequentialist direction. To address this objection adequate-

ly in a few lines is probably impossible, but I will venture a demurral nonetheless. 

The demurral departs from the observation that the question ‘What makes this 
                                                 
41 Fishburn (1991): 115. 

42 Welch (2012): 563–565. 
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action moral?’ and the question ‘What makes this action rational?’ require differ-

ent answers. For a Kantian, the answer to ‘What makes this action moral?’ is ‘It is 

motivated by the good will’. But a Kantian’s answer to ‘What makes this action 

rational?’ should be different, I submit. In the language of this paper, an action is 

rational if, and only if, it maximizes plausibilistic expectation. 

Let us develop this last point a bit. An action, in order to be an action, must 

be aimed at a good, as we saw Aristotle claim in Section 1. A Kantian’s action 

should be aimed at the good will, at acting from duty. Hence if an agent chooses to 

act from a sense of duty and this sense of duty coincides with the legislation of 

reason, the agent has attained her good. But if an agent chooses to act without be-

ing motivated by a sense of duty, or if she chooses to act from a sense of duty that 

does not coincide with the legislation of reason, the agent has failed to attain her 

good. Thus an action can be morally good according to Kantian criteria, because 

motivated by the good will, and decision-theoretically rational, because it maxim-

izes the agent’s chance of attaining her good. But the Kantian who manages to be 

decision-theoretically rational in aiming at the good will is not a consequentialist, 

for her moral good is not desirable consequences. 

The foregoing line of argument may be somewhat controversial, but I will 

close by noting that Charles Larmore makes a related point in discussing expected 

utility: 

In fact, within the moral domain itself it [maximizing expected utility] does not, 

strictly speaking, privilege “consequentialist” over “deontological” ways of rea-

soning, despite the common perception of an elective affinity between maximiza-

tion and consequentialism (which holds that one is to act so as to bring about the 

most good overall). For the deontologist maximizes too when he conforms as best 

he can to the moral principle he holds supreme, which is that one is to respect cer-

tain rights, whatever the consequences […].43 

Larmore’s point can be generalized from expected utility to plausibilistic expecta-

tion. Although the deontologist and the consequentialist aim at different goods, 

they both attempt to attain some good, and they both can be understood as maxi-

mizers of plausibilistic expectation. 

6. Versatility of Plausibility 

This paper has drawn on the qualitative possibilities of plausibility 

measures as defined by Friedman, Halpern, and Chu. Specifically, it has made two 
                                                 
43 Larmore (2008): 102. 
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proposals for dealing with uncertainty in ethical decision making. The first pro-

posal (in Section 3) was that a comparative form of decision theory be employed in 

conditions of information poverty. The second proposal (in Section 4) was that 

second-order uncertainty in information-poor situations be represented via a two-

level approach adapted from Kaplan and Garrick’s probability of frequency. 

Like other forms of poverty, information poverty comes in degrees. A rela-

tively mild form permits relevant states of the world and outcomes of the actions 

under consideration to be characterized by sharp probabilities and utilities. 

A greater degree of poverty imposes less precise descriptions in the form of prob-

ability and utility intervals. Still greater poverty provides just enough information 

to compare imprecise plausibilities and utilities. The paper’s proposals concern 

only this last form of information poverty. 

Lack of information is hardly restricted to ethical decision making. When 

agents faced with other sorts of decisions must choose despite lack of critical in-

formation, plausibilistic reasoning can be brought to bear. This can be done in dif-

ferent ways, as Section 2 has shown. But even if we restrict our reliance on plausi-

bility to the sense employed by Friedman, Halpern, and Chu, resources analogous 

to those deployed here can be used to guide nonethical decisions of various kinds, 

including cognitive choice,44 real-life decisions,45 and theory diagnosis.46 
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